
     

           Welcome to your Happy Guide--
  
                       brought to you by Lucky Joy Wells and the website      

                                       Remaking Us-- in Happiness, Unity and Soul

                   A Happy World begins with a Happy You!

                       Here you’ll Learn that…
  

                                   You do not have to learn about happiness to be happy-- :)
                           You were born with happiness already inside you. :))
                           We do not have to “learn”, “strive for”, or “make” happiness happen.
                           Happiness is much more than just some fluffy feelings, frivolous or unimportant--
          

                                         Happiness researchers now are clear that--

                            Happiness is in our genes –
                                  Happiness is integral to our survival needs,
                                    vital to the success of the entire human species!

http://www.UnityandSoul.com/


          Smile, laugh, be happy! 
                   Happiness is our natural state. 
                          The Happy Connection, so naturally shared with others,         
                                        helps to build a better world.

   

   

  
Your Happy Spirit Guide 

   Our Happy Guides are for spirit – seekers who desire happiness for themselves and for our world.
 These learnings are for those who
want to grow in peace and happiness
and share that happy spirit.

   Here you’ll learn (or remember!)
that...
  Happiness is already inside of you. 
 You can hold it in more value,  to care 
for and take more time for it,
giving joy a greater part of you and
bringing more of it to those around
you..

  Because it is true that all of us are linked, so too our happiness, success and caring are linked. 
     You can contribute to universal happiness, helping it to grow--
        Learn how you and happiness are linked to something Greater, 
              and how you can tap most deeply into that reality and purpose.



             
                Happiness holds some of the very best – kept Secrets:
                           First--  Happiness and your Spirit- Soul are one and 
                         Happiness is natural to us from birth.
             
                You do not have to learn about happiness to be happy.
             You were born with happiness already inside you.
                   You do not have to “learn”, “strive for”, or “make” happiness happen.
   

    The simple sharing of happiness and happy moments grows your happiness, deepens your 
relationships, and helps to heal humanity. You’ll learn sweet, inviting ways to share your happiness 
and your "Happy Spirit moments" in quiet, non-invasive focus and serenity with others and yourself.
             _____________________________________________
 

                                  Authentic Happiness is Spirit's gift to us.
                      --   Our Happiness is our best gift to the world.
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                 Happy Truth...  The authentic, unconditioned self is happy of its own self.  That’s you!

       Happiness is a virtue. The saints have said that virtue is our purpose and our highest happiness in 

life. So its said in all the scriptures. They also say we are to be happy, and the Wisest Beings on earth 

(or so they say) cared most deeply for our happiness. They sacrificed everything to bring teachings 

that would shed light and happiness on the people of the world. 

                                         We were made to be happy!                       

                                                You were made to be happy!

                                             Our World was made to be a happy place, and it can be--

                                                 It starts with a Happy You!  

      

                                    You were made to be happy and the truth is…

                                       You have everything you need inside you to be happy.        



                                                                 
  

  Happiness, Spirit and Sharing 
                      Its About All of Us on Earth

    “The structure of the world is like unto a single 
being whose limbs and members are inseparably 
linked together.”  We are as the fingers of one hand,
the bodies of one soul...  -Abdul Baha , Huququllah, p. 21

    Our happiness and that of others is as one. All of 
us are linked together in what we do, experience 

and feel. My happiness or unhappiness affects all those around me. It can even affect these far away, 
and you too! your happiness, too, or your irritability, sadness, grief, or anger affects our world as well.
Our happiness has a vital value and a great effect on the world, more than we can even know.
Our happiness is our Spirit. Re-connecting with that spirit is urgent for ourselves and for all humanity.
        

              We were made for happiness and we have everything inside us to be happy.

                                                  
   
    Happiness and Success
                                 Success, I learned early, will lead to happiness.  
                             In other words, forget the happiness and go for the success instead!
                              Recent studies show that we've had it backwards, that 
                                            happiness precedes success. 
  

                        “Happy people are more productive, more creative, and better at problem solving”
                                    than their less happy peers.  *

http://www.unityandsoul.com/happy-spirit.html
http://UnityandSoul.com/


      Spirit- sharing friends, bringing happiness and soulfulness to home, community, neighborhood and
one heart at a time makes for healthy, happy homes. We, the human species, are at our most natural 
happiness when we are with others, most often when we’re helping and working in unity and caring.

   Happy Benefits 

         Studies find--  Happier people are successful, 
                         and they are more successful in all life’s vital areas.*

    Happy people's success reaches into every important area
of life-- work, health, finances, creativity and social life from
family to friendships. No wonder happy people are
successful-- a “happy” brain releases added chemicals for
effective functioning, aiding memory, organization, efficiency
and more. Good attitudes, which happy people have, make
life easier. Happy energy is contagious and has a positive
influence on those around you.  Happy people are more
productive and creative than those who are less happy.       

    Happy people have healthier habits, exercising more and
eating more healthily.  They get sick less often and are
healthier in general. * Carnegie Mellon University reported
that the happier subjects also experienced fewer symptoms
even when they did get sick. 1*    

Happy people live longer.  One study of more than 200 men and women study found the happier 
people were, the longer they live.  *2 Longevity study Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences

      Happy people smile more.
      Smiling sends signals the brain, reducing stress hormones and blood pressure. Some studies found 
that people who smile often are seen as more generous and trustworthy by others, aspects that again 
further happiness and success.
   

  Happy people have more friends. “Warm, caring social bonds and friendships are a stabilizing key in 
life, validating, inspiring and motivational. They boost our sense of purpose and belonging.”*
      Happy people are stable, generous and supportive. No wonder they have more friends! 

    Happy people enjoy deeper conversations.
      Studies show that happier people had twice as many meaningful conversations as unhappy people.
              
                      * http://my.happify.com/hd/why-friends-make-us-happier/      *Dr. Matthias Mehl --Psychological Science Journal 

http://my.happify.com/hd/why-friends-make-us-happier/


     Happy people tend to be happy with what they have. They are more likely to have                               
reduced jealousy and anger than those who are unhappy.

            Happiness brings on a positive emotional state,
         making us better able to help others and thus to make a difference in the world.
  Happiness comes easy when we let go of the stories that keep us believing in our own victim-hood.     
                   

         ___________________________________________________________________________

                  Your “Happiness Gene-  Your Inner Genie!”

      All of us are born with a happiness “gene” or genie 
that lives inside of us. Its not really a gene but it is 
inborn and all of us have it. It's genie-like in that it 
seems so magic. Even through the hardest times, its 
always available to us. For example, think of someone 
you love, some happy incident or something you are 
grateful for. Instantly, a smile comes to mind. These are 

things that are always there for us when we turn in that direction.  We are born with this 
ability.
        Happiness takes only YOU and the time for your attention to it.
I was born happy and so were you. It is our natural state. But our material, “busy- holic” world 
makes us forget how easy happiness can be, and that we’re designed to be happy. Early on, we 
may have learned to weed the fun and happiness right out of our lives. And, like anything, the 
happy state can fade and wither when we don't keep it in regular use. 
                           More Benefits of Happiness are listed in our followup Guide (part 2 TBA)

               Website:   Remaking Us-- in Happiness, Unity and Soul

http://www.UnityandSoul.com/


         To Experience your Happiness--
                             you must Feed it!
One of the best ways to feel, affirm, know and experience your

happiness is by simply knowing that it is here now, that it is 

already a part of you. It is a feeling you can access any time 

you choose. To experience happiness you don't have to do 

anything but notice it, give it a minute of attention. To enhance

it, you may want to ask yourself what you can think of that 

makes you happy right now, someone you love,

                                                                   some happy incident or something you're grateful for. 

                In the moment, you can take time to feel and enjoy what's around you, such as a flower, a 

touch, a pet.  And-- the happiness that comes from reminiscence is as real as the happiness that 

comes from actual experience. The memories and the moment are always available. To have 

happiness  simply takes YOU and your attention to it.

    The Wolf you Feed
      A young boy tells his grandfather that he feels there are two wolves inside of him, and that they 
are always fighting to be on top. One of them is a good wolf wanting kindness, love and peace. The 
other is greedy and selfish, easily angered or triggered into fear. The grandson describes his struggle 
and then asks, “Grandfather, which one will win?”
His grandfather replies quietly, “The one you feed.”
     What you feed grows –
To experience your happiness you must feed it.  Acknowledge it, take time for it, be there for it.
When we feed our Authentic Happiness we are truly feeding our own well being. That feeds us in the 
very best sense, as well as feeding those around us.

Feed Your Happiness!  Feed Your Happiness, wonder and joy!
Feed Your Happiness and let it take you!
    Happy Experience shows that...
       The more you learn about happiness the more you will like yourself, 
      the more you will know your life purpose and understand the truth of who you really are. 
 
   *   Science supports this knowing, and simple logic too, as in the example shown above. The “happiness gene” is not a 
gene really, just a way of saying that we're born with all we need to be happy. 
     Related link-- http://www.huffingtonpost.com/peter-field/happiness-a-choice-we-mak_b_9140796.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/peter-field/happiness-a-choice-we-mak_b_9140796.html


 Authentic Happiness =   
                  Your Spirit

        Prophetic Teachers of the Spirit-wisdom ( aka God- power) have called the joy that lives so 
naturally inside the human soul a “spiritual happiness”. It endures in a part of us regardless of our 
circumstances. That happiness is the true spirit of who we are.

   Happiness is part of your true Spirit. It is who you are, your authenticity and your happiness lives 
inside you always. Science has confirmed that we need do nothing to “find” happiness, to earn it, 
secure it or control it or in any way contrive it. It is built into our hearts. It is who we are.

Ponder this:
* Even after crying plaintively, why does a baby smile in pure delight at a moment's change of pace, 
emitting a laughter that is genuine, true and wholly encompassing with all past pain forgotten. The 
child's delight and happiness is an inborn gift.
* Why would a recent victim of disaster move to tend and love the rose?
* Why would a Holocaust survivor recall that “even in those conditions, there were times when I was 
supremely happy”?
* How can one still laugh or smile in the midst of grief and love that's lost? 

One must ask just where, indeed, can such a happiness spring from?
    Our (Spirit's) happiness springs from nothing less than the authentic human soul.
   Many educators, psychologists and happiness researchers say...
                                      We are born with a spirit that has happiness inside of us--  
                                      We all want and can be happy-- 
                                        That happy spirit blooms when our most simple needs are met.
                                       

                                          Can you believe that you are born with a joyful happy spirit, 
                                                 and that you can re- learn to value and tap into that joy? 
                                                   Believe it-- it is true!
   

http://www.unityandsoul.com/happiness.html


    
  You do not need to seek for happiness because YOU are already happy!

   Happy Truths of YOU
      You were born with your own authentic happiness. Nothing and no one can
take it from you. But you can forget it, as have many in the face of who would keep us thinking that 
happiness comes from what's outside of us. You can remember happiness even when you're unhappy, 
and that state can also help you grow.
 
 Affirm Your Happiness--   Say “Yes” to joy and fun! --
   I already have a happy spirit and can turn to it at any moment 
                               no matter what is going on around me.
   I am already happy!
    I was born that way and I choose to grow that feeling..
       I allow myself to value that, to savor and believe in it.
               I expect it.   I experience it.

    Two Kinds of Happiness
             Happiness is of two kinds.    Both are meant to bring us to our inner bliss.

1. Material or Contrived Happiness: (temporary) 
     This happiness depends on external circumstances or physical pleasures such as in doing, owning or
having something.  These are  temporal or temporary pleasures, dependent on worldly conditions. 
The Christ-like spiritual Masters want us to be happy and support the enjoyment of these pleasures 
when they're  not hurtful. But they also warn us against over-stressing the physical needs over the 
need of inner growth, giving, soulfulness and kindly care for others. These desires for virtue and 
wholeness are also a part of our makeup, and have needs that cry out for expression.

     Materialistic gain is an example of the more short- lived happiness, a temporary pleasure which 
alone will never add up to lasting happiness. Yet may hope or feel that it can satisfy an inner need 
craving for fulfillment, love and something greater, possibly, than earthly things can offer.



2.  Authentic Happiness-- aka Spiritual happiness (lasting)
What many call “authentic happiness” is innate. It is born as part of us and is independent of external 
circumstances. We carry this capacity with us always, even through our deepest trials.
    No matter what our circumstance in life, if we turn our minds to the quiet that's within, we can find 
a place of gratitude and peace. It may be small or even shrunken, especially if we've not given it very 
much attention. In the heat of trials we may not find it at once. But most of us can find something that
we cherish to give us a spark of happiness. And we can learn to grow that happy place, to be in touch 
with it no matter what. We may well have learned to starve our natural happiness away, but that place
inside remains. It can re- awaken naturally and easily when we simply give it some ease, some room, 
some attention and some time.

        Both kinds of happiness are meant to be cherished and enjoyed.
    
        As for “buying happiness”-- Studies show that overall income does not determine happiness. 
                                 *(Holden, 2009) Statistics on Happiness

                                     __________________________________________

Spirit and True Happiness  
     When we center our energies solely on material happiness we are

beholden to outside forces for our happiness. Commercial powers

love that! But...

     Spiritual joy and true, authentic happiness are always free!

   Material Happiness is a culturally, commercially fostered failure

that keeps us “hooked”!

      Every spiritual path calls us to be happy. All the prophets and 

the wisest philosophers tell us that joy is in us, made for the

supporting of the human spirit. The true desire of the heart is just

to be itself, and that is to be in and for authentic joy, both for itself

and for others. **

   
           Problems tend to rise when we seek joy as limited in material connections and externals. Our 

efforts at control in these particulars can lead to oppressing others, broken relationships, 

disappointment and frustration. Often we hurt others as well as alienating ourselves from our own 

selves and from the truth that happiness comes from deep inside us and is freely given to us all.



   

   

     Commercial and material powers of our world have much to gain by keeping us in the over-bearing 

striving for material happiness and the enjoyment of purely physical pleasures. At our very parents' 

knee we may learn to devalue or tune out our spirit's joy that endures within us all and is free for 

everyone. The spirit- happy part of us, however, is not fooled by cheap substitutes or materialistic 

games. The human soul wants to be and have its authenticity, and will not be filled or satisfied with 

any mundane thing or act.  To try to fill or                       comfort the heart with the paltry things of 

earth most often brings frustration and can end in addiction.  The “hole” inside us can't be fulfilled by 

any human effort, but it can be filled by letting go to happiness. As long as we deny the innate joy of 

our true being, we are oppressing and denying vital parts of of us. Our hearts are broken, beaten by a 

life that cannot not satisfy no matter what we do.  

        Material Happiness as in trying to get or force our will ends up  wit us addicted and frustrated.

Spirit's joy-- authentic happiness-- costs nothing, is free and easy and fun to share !!
 
      Nothing can "make us happy", because happiness is not something we have but what we are. 
The lost knowledge we must regain is that innate, authentic joy and happiness are natural and need 
for nothing. We can tap into that nature and learn to live in it. 

   



Some Happy Habits 

• Take time for happiness-- its a 
choice-- put it tops on your agenda!
• Enjoy life’s simple pleasures and take 
time to savor them.
• Accept and allow for happiness and 
sadness-- both are necessary.

• Be kind-- take a kindly view of 
yourself, kind in self-talk and action.

• Take care of your body-- being happy helps you do this too!
• Supportive, caring relationships are important, and don't forget your relationship with 
yourself!

• Balance work, service, play, love and relationships, doing something for each when you can.
• Make time for what you love and for having fun.
• Ask for help if you need it, and give and get support-- we all need it!

                  Want more on Happy Habits?  Find more on our website and in our NewsLetter.    

  Daily Meditation-- and Commitment-- for Happiness

        Daily, are you willing to stand by your happiness intention? You may 
want to look over what you’ve already written as you ponder your 
direction or the touchstones of your life.
      What do you want your day to be like today? Ask yourself, “How can I 
enjoy each moment of this day and make it even more pleasurable for 
myself and others?” 

  Helping yourself to better attitudes brings better attitudes!
     As we learn, helping others to see and learn this makes us happy too!   

 

http://UnityandSoul.com/


    Your happiness meditation can be a journal, an affirmation, a confirmation supporting your 
desire, aim and goal to live your joy and purpose. In it, you may write something like, “Help me
savor and remember the magic of life today.”  If you're having a mediocre day, or a tough one, 
you can stop right then and ask yourself, “what do I need right now?” or write a few words on 
the issue.   

        Daily, think of or list something real to do for this one day for happiness. 

                            “How can I have more fun and be happier right now?”
                                         is a question that would do well to go with us always.   
                ___________________________________

Free Yourself-- More Happy Truths of YOU

You have all you need for happiness right 
inside of you. It is yours to keep. Just say Yes 
to the idea that you have a happy spirit.
 You are already happy inside yourself 
whenever you take the time to notice and 
listen to what that place inside you needs.

               You are waking up to all of this and it is bringing you to your happiness!
                   When you believe and value it you can expect and experience it.

       _____________________________________________________________________  

                                            Happiness and Cultural Misnomers    
                                                        Re-Creating Mistaken Thinking

    From the cradle to the grave, we've been falsely taught about our happiness, what it is and how to 
have it. Many of us have learned such mis- beliefs. They are merely false ideas and can be re-written 
or overwritten at will. Do you have false beliefs about how much happiness is possible for you?  

 For example:  
    • Perfectionists and others may believe that happiness must be deserved or that they must be 
perfect to get happiness. The antidote is to know that happiness is not something to deserve, it is 
something that we are. The remedy is in accepting oneself fully. Robert Holden writes, ”The goal of 
your life is not to make a perfect self; it is to see that you are perfectly made.”
   • Martyr types believe that happiness demands the sacrifice of something valued. Suffering is not a 
badge that makes us great or worthy. To be happy is not selfish and happy people are kinder, loving, 
more generous, open and sociable, open, and help the happiness of others. 



      Instead of suffering, you can reach for the inborn, inner joy that’s always there, though sometimes 
hidden. You can remember that your healing and your being happy is a gift you also give to others.

     • My work ethic would have me believe that happiness is something I must earn or that I must be a 
success before I can be happy. I was trying much too hard at it. Happiness is already inside of us. We 
don't need to do anything but tune in to it. And that happiness actually increases our chances of 
success in life. 

    • Do you believe that to be happy you must search out or understand joy and “how to do it”? We 
don't have to find or figure out happiness or what it is to have it. Relax-- happiness is not a job! It is to 
be remembered, not learned, understood or studied, but to be enjoyed. 

 Misbeliefs Set Right  
  Happiness researcher Robert Holden* offers these
curatives for our mis- beliefs, writing: 

        “The soul is already happy. “ 
      “Happiness is where I am.” *
    
     Happiness is “a cosmic colonic”.
   It frees you for clarity and something better.
   
     “Happiness is not something to achieve; it is
something to accept... “  
          
     Happiness is “a divine free-bee...”  *
      True joy removes the need to suffer.
         

                             “Happiness is a quality of heart…  It arises naturally in your mind when you welcome it.”* 
                                                                                                  ***  Robert Holden author and researcher
      
      ______________________________________________________________

              Cultural Misnomer: Devaluing Happiness 

   “The first deadly happiness sin is to devalue happiness.” -- Professor Raj Raghunathan
  
   Devaluing happiness means we demote or sacrifice our happiness for the sake of other goals. Given 
how important people say happiness is to them, its surprising how quickly it's scratced  off our list. 
When subjects in a study were asked to imagine they'd be granted just three wishes by a genie of their
fantasy, only about six percent of them said they'd ask for happiness. The top two wishes were for 
money and fame.* This suggests something that happens often in our world, which is the willingness 
to forgo happiness for the sake of gaining money and status. The choice of wishes in third place was a 
wish for love and relationships.



     Achievement First?--  Putting Happiness in Second Place ?  (or 3rd or 4th or...)
   Under my parents' early  tutelage, I learned that happiness is an indulgence, a waste of time. I was 
taught to spend my energies, by preference, on things that “matter.”  I was programmed  to achieve 
“success” as defined by others and my Western culture. Sadly, happiness, love and people- time were 
not on that agenda. 
      Is happiness on your agenda, or do you edit it out of your activities, displacing it with “more 
important” matters?  Make Happiness a Top agenda item!

  Happiness and Indulgence--  and a Worldly Misconception   
    The Western obsession centers on doing, having, engineering and so on to create
our own material happiness. Often, it leads us to shut out the light of authentic, 
kindly happiness along with the flow of Spirit's guidance. We are busy, we can't be 

bothered. We have our priorities all backwards, and it may be heading us to a hellish end. 
        Were you brought up to be inclined to value work and doing, robbing yourself of quiet time and 
healthy activities, relaxation or recreation that builds your happiness?  Do you equate happiness with 
self- indulgence or a waste of time? Denying ourselves that way can create an unhappiness that leads 
to indulging destructively in a cycle that begins in denying the authentic, loving happiness that is 
within us all. The whole thing stems from  devaluing and misunderstanding our true spiritual and 
happy nature.  

Self- Indulgence-- 3 Ways  
 1.  Harmful self- indulgence adds to life's
stresses. Indulging in TV all day and stuffing
ourselves with junk food violates life's needs.
Our health suffers, and we don't feel good about
ourselves as violators of the good. Our long-
term happiness suffers.  To soothe ourselves in
that self- created unhappy state, we may further
indulge. It can become a vicious cycle.

 2.  Temporary self- indulgence ( aka. Material Happiness) that is not harmful can be a vital part of our
joy.  Sensory pleasures such as listening to music, petting a dog, etc. are part of this.  The happiness 
effect can be uplifting  but is always temporary.  

 3.  Healthy Indulgence of Authentic Joy is positive, inspirational, adds to the success of ourselves and 
others and is a great use of energy and time.                           



       May I remember each and every day, that...
            Not all indulgence is bad-- some of it can be good and very helpful.
       My happiness is a gift I give into the world.
         To avoid destructive self- indulgence is to indulge in happy actions
                   that feed my own well being and extend to touch the world as well.
 

     Authentic Happiness is a very different thing than negative self- indulgence!

       True joy feeds the spirit in the most healthy way and aids us in better functioning.
      Indulge your Authentic Happiness for success in life!

       Is your Happiness in second place (or 3rd or 4th or worse?)            
                       Then listen to your inner smile and change it!
              Grab your journal or your list and do something that you love to do!
                         Happy indulgence-- in the very best sense of the word!

                                            
       

  A Happiness Intention / Prayer: Meditation
    In writing out our goals, what we make note of works for us and lasts, cementing our guidance and 
our purpose. Without a reminder of our intention, we will likely go back to our old ways of putting joy 
on the back burner. We write in our own words, words that can help us live well, setting a vision to be 
present and supported in experiencing more joy in life.

    You may want to write your own “Happy Purpose Prayer.” You can begin right now. It is for your own
benefit and joy, something that inspires you and feels loving and kind. It can be a prayer, a song, a 
mantra and an affirmation, or just a few words to aid you to live your happiest and fullest life. Right 
now, I invite you: What do you need to help you live in a happy way. Let it be a touchstone for your 
life. What are your goals for happiness? What do you want to add to your life to build your happiness?
Set your intention to be happy. List what is at stake, what you want to gain and what you can do for it. 

Without reminders it is easy go back to our old ways, forgetting to engage in the thoughts and acts of 
happiness, to be present in the moment, to love, breathe, enjoy life and have fun.



• Happiness Remembrance/ Meditation: 
  What can I do just for today or for my week to free my mind 
                         and feed my happy spirit one day at a time?
           Each day, help me to remember –      Happiness is a precious gift
                         that breeds success in every important area of life.
 

     Happiness is a precious gift to give into the world! All the spiritual ways want us to be happy!
                 I honor my happiness and allow it to bloom and blossom in this day.  

          

     

 
Happiness-- Investment for Abundant Life
    At the beginning of this Guide, we saw that happiness precedes and directly impacts our success.*
    Life rewards the happy and our happiness, or lack of it multiplies itself across every major area of 
life. 
    The desire to be happy is built into us for a reason. All our faculties have a purpose, and that 
purpose is the survival of our race. Happiness is a major ticket to our very survival. This is an 
astounding idea that can and should be life changing. It says that our investment in happiness is the 
biggest investment we can make in life. 
                                   
                                  _________________________________________________________________
   

   To invest in happiness is an investment in better work and a better work experience. It means that 
you will be more productive at work, more successful and will rise to a higher level in your career. 
   To invest in happiness is to commit to your health. If you want to avoid disease, debility and 
premature death, happiness is essential, and the more you have of it the better your health will be.  

    An investment in happiness can help you to avail yourself of a better financial situation. 

    An investment in happiness is an investment in a better love life, better relationships, and better, 
more satisfying connections with family, friends and peers. 

   An investment in happiness is to receive and extra dose of well-being on every level.
  
      Your investment in happiness impacts what you have available for service to others, affecting those
around you and our world in bigger ways than we may know. 



 
    

    An Investment in Happiness is an investment in Happiness for the World!

                     As important as it is to feel good, happiness is so much more than that.

      It brings success, better health and finances and more satisfying family and social relationships as 
well as heightened levels of creativity, efficiency, memory and more.
  Realize how vital being happy is to your survival, to your thriving,
                      and to what you can give into the world.
   
  Our investment in happiness is the biggest investment we can make in life. 

      Understanding this can help us value it, and take the time to invest into it more strongly.

                                         Let go – into Happiness! 

                               

                         

                   

                   Happy World, Happy You!   Happy You, Happy World!
                       

                                  Our happiness makes a better world-- and Sharing Happy Spirit
                                  helps our World become a better place!

                                                                                            I Let go – into Happiness and a Happy World 



    

                                     Part 2-- TBA More about Happy Spirit and Sharing it 
                                and how you can help our World become a better place 
                                       while nurturing what makes you happy!

                                                     Remaking Us.com   

              ______________________________________________________________________________

 Footnotes/ Links for studies

1*Also see Dr. Andrew Steptoe, British Heart Foundation professor of psychology at University College London. 
 -- http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22299509   Shawn Achorin conjunction with KPMG and Pfizer, and Yale's psychology department, he has seen how 

happiness actually precedes success. Happy employees are more productive, more creative, and better at problem solving than their unhappy peers.

http://carolynandersonmd.com/blog/does-success-make-you-happy-or-does-being-happy-make-you-successful

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16351326      “Many studies show that happy individuals are successful across multiple life domains, including marriage, 

friendship, income, work performance, and health.” The authors argue that...” that the happiness-success link exists not only because success makes people 

happy, but also because positive affect engenders success... Furthermore, the evidence suggests that positive affect--the hallmark of well-being--may be the 

cause of many of the desirable characteristics, resources, and successes correlated with happiness.”PMID: 16351326    [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] 

More --Professor Sonja Lyubomirsky University of California Riverside 
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                  Learn more on our site and in Part 2 of our Happiness Guide (TBA--in development)
                                       
                                                                                           Website:        

                                       Remaking Us-- in Happiness, Unity and Soul

http://www.UnityandSoul.com/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16351326
http://carolynandersonmd.com/blog/does-success-make-you-happy-or-does-being-happy-make-you-successful
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22299509

	Happy people's success reaches into every important area of life-- work, health, finances, creativity and social life from family to friendships. No wonder happy people are successful-- a “happy” brain releases added chemicals for effective functioning, aiding memory, organization, efficiency and more. Good attitudes, which happy people have, make life easier. Happy energy is contagious and has a positive influence on those around you.  Happy people are more productive and creative than those who are less happy.      
	Happy people have healthier habits, exercising more and eating more healthily. They get sick less often and are healthier in general. * Carnegie Mellon University reported that the happier subjects also experienced fewer symptoms even when they did get sick. 1*
	Happy people live longer. One study of more than 200 men and women study found the happier people were, the longer they live. *2 Longevity study Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
	Happy people tend to be happy with what they have. They are more likely to have reduced jealousy and anger than those who are unhappy.
	1*Also see Dr. Andrew Steptoe, British Heart Foundation professor of psychology at University College London.

